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1. INTRODUCTION 

Tissue culture is a branch of biology that is associated with growing plants by utilizing plant tissue. 

The students' understanding of biology as a science, is assumed as the science of memorization and 

there is no benefit in everyday life. The assumption that arise because they see biology as a science 

that many use Latin as a scientific language and is verbalistic (Wartono, 2004). Tissue culture is a 

technique to grow the plant part of either cell, tissue or organ in aseptic state in vitro. (Yusnita, 2003).  

Tissue culture is affected by the substance of growth regulators, and the size of explants (Harahap, et 

al., 2014). The advantage of tissue culture can be used to increase the genetic variability to increase 

mangosteen characteristics which expected in work (Harahap, et al., 2013). In addition, tissue culture 

is a technique to cultivate plants which in danger of extinction such as pineapple (Ananas comosus L.) 

from Sipahutar (Nurwahyuni, et al., 2015). It can be achieved if it is done by optimal sterilization 

technique (Harahap, 2011). 

Improving the quality of education is only possible if all components of education   are learners, 

educators, facilities and curriculum interact well. Teaching limit factors can be: lack of expertise of 

educators in competence in the field, lack of experience and suitability of teaching activities, lack of 

resources and materials and lack of teaching time (Purwaningsih, 2009). It was reported in Australia 

in 2005, learning difficulties occur because limited is devoted to the material and what is the best way 

to teach (Choltheart and Prior, 2006). 

Abstract: This study aims to determine students' learning difficulties on tissue culture materials at the State 

University of Medan from cognitive aspects based on Taxonomy Bloom, learning indicators and factors 

causing student learning difficulties. The type of research used is field research. The population of this study 

is Biology’s bachelor students degree who are conducting subjects Tissue culture in bachelor degree of 

Biology Education Program in State University of Medan. Samples are taken by using purposive sampling 

which are consisting of 3 classes. Technique of collecting data used is test result of student learning on tissue 

culture and questionnaire of learning difficulties. The results shown  the percentage of students' learning 

difficulties at the level of knowledge (C-1) is 30.42%, the level of understanding (C2) is 60.02%, application 

level (C3) of 60.64%, level of analysis (C4 ) is 59,73%, level of evaluation (C5) is 58.91%, and  level of 

creation (C6) is 61,38%. While the percentage of student's learning difficulties from learning indicator aspect  

in indicator-1 that is 48,43%, the 2nd  indicator that is 69,24%, 3rd  indicator is 72,63%, indicator 4th  is 69 

,09%, 5th  indicator is 36.22%, 6th  indicator is 47.18%, 7th  indicator is 67.40%, 8th  indicator is 35.43%, 

indicator 9th  is 52 , 17%, the 10th  indicator is 25.20%, the 11th  indicator is 55.12%, the 12th  indicator is 

52.95%, the 13th  indicator is 60.63%, the 14th  indicator is 49 , 21%, the 15th  indicator of 62.40%, the 16th  

indicator of 53.54%, and at the 17th  indicator of 39.96%. The causing students’  learning difficulties  

supported the tissue culture materials ; psychological factors, interests, motivation, teaching methods, 

teaching media, sources / books used in learning, experience, influence of friends, and role of parents. 
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Difficulties in studying the structure of plant tissue, especially plant tissue culture caused by the 

absence of other learning media in addition to textbooks used as the only medium of learning. 

(Kurniawati and Rahayu, 2014). The results of Zulpadly, et al (2016) difficulty studying tissue culture 

is to explain the process of tissue culture with an indicator to sort the steps in tissue culture. At 

university, learning difficulties are influenced because students experience a lot of stress and the 

causes of stress are different from each other from each individual. The stress experienced by students 

has a negative impact on the physical and psychological condition of a person (Safaria, 2005). 

From the observation, the main obstacle faced by the students is difficult to understand the concept of 

tissue culture such as cell totipotensi concept, the concept of calculation of media making, the 

composition of media used, the procedure of making media, sterilization eksplan, plant propagation, 

until the acclimatization stage. In addition, the difficulties of tissue culture learning can be seen from 

the scores on each aspect of the learning indicator as well as the test scores that average are still below 

70 as the standard of graduation. According to Abdurrahman (2010), factors affecting learning 

difficulties relate to the development and difficulties of academic learning. Syah (2005) about the 

factors that cause learning difficulties include internal factors and external factors. The internal factors 

(health, intelligence, talent, interest, motivation, mental weakness). The external factors (parents, 

home atmosphere, family economy, teachers, tools, building conditions, curriculum, time, discipline, 

mass media, and social environment). 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Research Design 

This study included non experimental research because in this study researchers did not control and 

manipulate research variables. The study design was an experimental design with non equivalent 

design pretest-postest control group design. The population in this study is regular S1 students who 

are conducting the course of tissue culture in Biology Education Program S1 State University of 

Medan. Sampling technique purposive sampling (purposive sampling). 

2.2. Study Samples 

Sample used in this study were 127  students. This research has been conducted in Biology Education 

Program S1 State University of Medan (UNIMED), Jl. Williem Iskandar Pasar V Medan. Research 

time is planned in April - June 2017.  

2.3. Instruments 

Research Instrument used in this research, that is Test, and Non Test. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Result 

A. Student Test Results Based on Cognitive Aspects 

Average Percentage of student learning difficulties viewed from the Cognitive Sphere at the Tissue 

Culture Course in Biology Education S1 UNIMED. 

 

Figure1. Percentage (%) difficulties Student Learning on Cognitive Aspects 

Students’ difficulties level is low because the score average obtained on the problem C1 means the 

difficulty is 30.42%. The level of student difficulty including moderate because of the average score 
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obtained on the matter of C2 means the difficulty is 60.02%. The level of student difficulty including 

moderate because of the average score obtained on the question C3 means the difficulty is 60.64%. 

The level of student difficulty including moderate because of the average score obtained on the matter 

of C4 means the difficulty is 59.73%. The level of student difficulty including moderate because of 

the average score obtained on the problem of C3 means the difficulty is 58.91%. The level of student 

difficulty is high because of the average score obtained on the question C6 means the difficulty is 

61.38%. 

B. Difficulties of Student Learning on the Subject of Tissue Culture Based on Indicators 

Based on the seventeen indicators resulted from the difficulties Student Learning of each indicator is 

shown as diagram below 

 

Figure2. Percentage (%) Average Difficulty in Student Learning Difficulties on Tissue Culture indicators in 

Biology S1 Program UNIMED 

Being able to: 

1  = construct cell theory related to tissue culture, concept of "Totipotensi sel" 

2   = describe the design of tissue culture lab room 

3   = write the tools used in tissue culture techniques 

4   = sterilize tools and tissue culture explants 

5   = create and organize elements of the media compiler 

6   = identify media composition 

7   = clarify the role of some growth regulators 

8   = write the right source eksplan criteria 

9   = demonstrate sterilization procedure of field eksplan 

10 = explain the linkage between cell culture and callus culture 

11 = write down the advantages of using haploid culture on tissue culture 

12 = arrange the steps in carrying out protoplast culture 

13 = express the main reason for the problem of tissue culture (incidental) 

14 = compose the role of tissue culture on somaclonal variation induction 

15 = clarify the benefits gained from secondary metabolite production 

16 = establish the reasons for the use of plant tissue in the conservation of germplasm 

17 = design and create tools used for acclimatization of in vitro cultured crops 

Based on the diagram,  it is shown that the Indicator had the greatest learning difficulties is the 

indicator 4 Can sterilize the tool and tissue culture eksplan as 68.65%,  indicator 7 that  is able to 

clarify the role of some growth regulator as 67.69%, indicator 2   is able to describe the design of  
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laboratory room  tissue culture  as 63.44%, indicator 15  is able to clarify the benefits obtained from 

the secondary metabolite production as 62.45%, indicator 13  is able to express  the  main reason of 

the problem of doing tissue culture (incidental) as 60.36%, indicator 3 is able write down the tools 

used in tissue culture technique of 60.25%. 

3.2. Discussion 

Based on the research is known that aspects of C1 to C6 category is very difficult. From 6 aspects, the 

highest difficulty level is on the aspect of creation in which the result of student achievement is 

38.62%, and the difficulty level is 61.38%. While the lowest difficulty level is on the knowledge 

aspect where the results of the success of the students answer is 69.58% and the difficulty level is 

30.42%. 

Based on the category based on the indicators, the students' difficulty level in the high category is on 

the indicators describing the laboratory room of 69.24%, writing tissue culture laboratory tools 

72,36%, eksplan  sterilization equal to 69,09%, grew by 67.40%. While the level of learning 

difficulties of students in the medium category is in the indicator of cell totipotensi theory of 48.43%, 

identification of media composition of 47.18%, explanation sterilization procedure of 52.17%, haploid 

culture advantage of 55.12%, protoplast culture procedure 52.95%, the role of tissue culture on 

somaklonal variation of 49.21%, secondary metabolite profit of 62.40%, and germplasm conservation 

of 53.54% And low learning difficulties there are indicators explaining the media elements of 36.22 

%, explant source criterion of 35,43%, cell culture correlation with callus equal to 25,20% and 

acclimatization equal to 39,96%. 

The low average acquisition of the questionnaire scores of these factors suggests learning difficulties. 

Internal factors that cause student learning difficulties consist of psychological, interest and 

motivation. The disorder may manifest itself in the form of difficulty listening, thinking, speaking, 

reading, writing, spelling, or counting (Suryani, 2010). This is confirmed by Bahri, et al (2016), that 

learning difficulties are influenced by basic psychologies such as listening, thinking, speaking, 

reading, writing and mathematical problems caused by audiovisual, mental, or emotional distress. In 

the study of Cole, et al (2004), that the motivation of learning and learning difficulties positively 

affect the psychological state. In science, especially in Biology the use of foreign terms provides 

difficulties for students to master and understand the existing learning materials (Hidayatussaadah, et. 

, 2016). 

In addition to psychology, learning difficulties are influenced by interest. Lessons that are not 

interested in learners not only fail instructionally but also reduce enthusiasm in the next lesson 

(Hindun.I, 2012) .There is no interest in a lesson can be seen from the way the learners are following 

the lesson (Rahmah and Hia, 2014). Some of them are the habit of speaking in the classroom when the 

teacher explains the lesson and rarely notices the teacher explaining in front of the class (Sihombing, 

2012).  

The condition of less lively classrooms can also trigger a lack of interest in following the lesson, 

because the students are more silent and only listen to explanations from the teachers (Fitriana, et al, 

2016). In addition to interest, motivation also serves as a supportive factor in students who will 

encourage them to study harder and never give up. Students who have little motivation toward 

learning and more fear of failure are things that show that the learners have learning difficulties 

(Nunez, et al, 2011). Unmotivated learners can influence their disposition in the learning process and 

their ability to succeed (Gbollie and Keamu, 2016). 

While the external factors that affect learning difficulties are teachers / tutors / lecturers and the means 

available. Children who experience learning difficulties are generally shown with a slower learning 

process attitude. This shows the use of limited and inefficient methods in the teaching process 

(Bosson, et al, 2010). The results of Kim and Thompson's (2013) study, indicate that learning 

difficulties are caused by less intensive teaching methods and the learning process depends on the 

learning ability of the learner. These conditions have an impact on the low learning outcomes. In 

addition, learning materials are still considered abstract and difficult to understand, less interesting 

and meaningful (Arifuddin, et al, 2014). 
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Meaningful interactions between parents and their children in science-related activities in their daily 

lives are essential for the construction of children's scientific knowledge and the acquisition of 

scientific skills and attitudes. They can have a positive influence on motivation and self-regulation in 

learning (Lee and Nie, 2015). Older people who have full-time employment are barriers to educational 

involvement in the family (Weiss, et al, 2003). 

Minimizing student learning difficulties can be done by assimilating new knowledge into the initial 

knowledge based on the knowledge and experience gained during the learning process (Trisniawati 

and Dermawan, 2016) and also peer involvement can influence student achievement in the learning 

process (Saputro and Pardiman, 2012 ). 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on the results of the research, the conclusions can be stated, the level of student's learning 

difficulties in the material of tissue culture at the State University of Medan from the cognitive 

aspects of knowledge level (C1) including low difficulty category, and cognitive aspects of 

understanding (C2), application (C3) analysis (C4), evaluation (C5), and creation (C6) are in the high 

difficulty category. The level of students' learning difficulties in the tissue culture material from the 

learning indicator aspect of the indicators describes the laboratory space, writes tissue culture 

laboratory tools, explants sterilization, analysis of the role of growth regulators including into high 

learning difficulty categories. In indicator of cell totipotency theory, identification of media 

composition, eksplan sterilization procedure, haploid culture advantage, protoplast culture procedure, 

tissue culture role on somaclonal variation, secondary metabolite profit, germplasm conservation 

including moderate learning difficulty category. In the indicator describes the elements of media, 

explanation source criteria, the linkage of cell culture with callus and acclimatization including low 

learning difficulty. And the factors causing student learning difficulties that support on the material of 

tissue culture from internal factors that are psychological factors, interest and motivation while 

external factors such as books, teaching methods, friends, experiences, media are less supportive in 

causing student learning difficulties and role of parents, where full-time work can cause learning 

difficulties due to lack of time to pay attention, monitor and control their children's learning. 
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